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8H SLEEP М1 Mattress

Remove the mattress
from the packaging

Using unpacking
chip, cut a vacuum
package

Using unpacking chip,
cut a РЕ skin

Wait while the
mattress fully unfolds

Wait until the mattress
regains its shape
and becomes more
voluminous

Fully expand mattress
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To clean the mattress,
open the top cover
zipper
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Cut the vacuum package

Use both sides of the
mattress: firmer surface on
one side and a soft - other

Don`t wash by
water

Laundry
recommended

You can change sides of
the mattress

Undesirable to keep
long under the sun

After opening the vacuum package presence of creases is normal; 72 hours after unpacking the mattress, it will regains its normal shape.
Overview

In developing of 8H mattress our attention is focused on
quality of life, health of a user and the environment.

The outer layer, the material
of a coffee thread

We use high-tech, environmentally friendly materials and
ergonomic, flexible, high-tech design for maximum user
comfort.
Ability to use with your individual linens. Provides good
and deep sleep.

Standard: QB/T1952.2-2011 National consumer industry
standard
Dimensions: 900х1900х80мм/1200х2000х80мм/1500х2000х80мм/1800х2000х80мм

Zipper: YKK invisible
zipper

The mattress: a special
protective material from
ticks of the German
company Evolon
Zipper: YKK invisible zipper

Label: 8Н
A comfortable layer of
natural latex
The secondary layer
(bearing surface): cold
foam of high density

1 / Environmental protection - use of natural rubber latex
and cold foam of high concentration, lack of glue;
2 / antibacterial coating, protection against insects (mites)
- use antibacterial material Rolygiene which is also used
in health care facilities, material of outer cover consists of
coffee strings, special protective material from the German
company Evolon.

4 / creative ideas - Analysis of data from more than a
thousand people who tested the mattress now, more than a
hundred different material improvements and technologies;
a new level by optimizing the mattress sides, stitches, etc.
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Mattress and its outer cover to be cleaned.

5 / Easy to carry - folding mattress is very light, so young
people can pack it up and move to another location.

3 / Duplex material - high-tech structure with seven layers
reduces mattress pressure on the body.
The mattress is two-way, each party A and B has the
structure - a firmer and softer. Everyone chooses for
himself the other side of the mattress on which he will be

Information
The basic structure consists of mattress materials for
bedding and processed duplicate materials.
Highlights:
Testing for durability and lifespan surpass the
requirements of GOST.
The height of the mattress surface may be at least 90% of
the original height before using.
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Usage of two-sided mattress

We had a lot of different people, who like different degrees of hardness / softness of the mattress. As a result, multilayered mattress has a soft top layer and a solid bottom. You will experience a moderate and proper support for your
entire body. If young people sleep poorly because of worry and anxiety, for good and healthy sleep you just need a
mattress 8H.
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Certificate of quality

Name
Model
Dimensions

Estimation
Standard
Tester
Production data
Manufactured

8Н SLEEP М1
(look on package)
900х1900х80мм
1200х2000х80мм
1500х2000х80мм
1800х2000х80мм
valid
QB / T1952.2-2011
(look on package)
(look on package)
Ninbo, Zhexian
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comfortable.

Double-sided mattress, hard and soft side to choose.

Warranty

Strict adherence to guarantee rules

Return within 7 days without any reason:
Within 7 days after signing the warranty card, in case of breakdowns, non-human factor,
you can return the product to change it or take advantage of warranty;
If a damage associated with the human factor, affecting the secondary sale of goods,
damaged packaging, return the goods after 7 days after purchase, without good reason,
delivery (transportation) of goods held by the buyer;
Within 7 working days of receipt of goods that back, we return the money for goods
according to current account.

List the specific circumstances under which we may charge a fee for maintenance:
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Please use unpacking chip, cut vacuum pack, wait for the mattress takes its original
shape;

Natural latex, cold foam of high concentration and other high-quality materials are very
sensitive, so do not pull the mattress, using a lot of force, since it can damage the product;
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On usage:

Exterior mattress cover consists of high-tech environmentally friendly material. We do not
recommend washing it in water, use dry cleaning services;
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Warranty repair terms

Precautions
Before usage:

The mattress is made from natural latex, cold foam of high concentration and other high
quality materials. Do not keep mattress in the sun for a long time, as this may lead to rapid
aging product and shorten its functionality;

Do not let children play with the zipper located on the side of the mattress;

Warranty replacement product within 45 days, the 10-year warranty
Properly store delivery and receipt of invoice.

- Warranty period has expired;
- Damage caused by misuse, improper storage and maintenance;
- Damage arising under force majeure such as lightning, fire or flood;
- Pollution, damage or burning product during its use.
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Mattress (inner part)

Warranty Terms

To remove the outer cover of the mattress, do not use much power, because this will lead
to a breakdown of zipper;
Avoid proximity to flames, to caustic chemicals as this may lead to accidents.

The outer material of the mattress is made of high-tech environmentally friendly materials
that are very sensitive, so you may not use sharp cutting objects, as they may damage the
mattress;

After opening vacuum packaging, the presence of wrinkles and irregularities are normal; in
a 72 hours after opening of unpacking the mattress, it will resume its normal shape;

Surface of mattress

After using the mattress for a long time, you may have some deep and slots, it is normal.
We suggest you every 3-6 months rearrange sides of the mattress;
We do not recommend standing, jumping on one spot on the mattress or sit on the edge of
the mattress for a long time, as this may cause irregularities and depressions.
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